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Abstract: Inspired by the proposal of political scientists and anthropologists to focus on “practice” as

the smallest unit of analysis for understanding politics, as well as the renewed scholarly attention to

materiality, this paper sets out to show that detailed ethnographic attention to processes and acts of

sociotechnical tinkering provides a useful entry-point for understanding water governance. This

is so methodologically, because infrastructural forms of tinkering are very visible, and therefore

researchable, manifestations of agency and change in water governance. Attention to sociotechnical

tinkering helps shift the basis for understanding water realities from official norms, designs and laws to

everyday practices. This in turn allows questioning, rather than assuming, how expertise and agency

are exercised and distributed in water governance, thereby also providing useful information for

re-thinking water politics. In addition, by explicitly engaging with the contingency and capriciousness

of actual water flows, a sociotechnical tinkering approach entails a much-needed re-appreciation of

the materiality of water, infrastructure and other matter, a re-appreciation that extends to those who

design, construct, operate and use water infrastructure.

Keywords: irrigation; smallholder farmers; water infrastructure; practices; materiality

1. Introduction

When walking through the upstream part of the Manyeredzi smallholder irrigation scheme in

the south-east of Zimbabwe, we came across a twelve-year old boy who was using four siphons for

each furrow to divert water from a tertiary canal to irrigate the crops on his plot. The official rule

stipulates that a farmer can only use one siphon per furrow. That the boy nevertheless used more

siphons was: “because it is hot, and it is my turn to fetch water for domestic use and prepare dinner at

home, so I just want to finish early”. He displayed little awareness of how his use of more water per

unit of time than is allowed might cause water shortages for downstream farmers who rely on the

same canal. Indeed, one of these farmers, an esteemed member of the irrigation management board,

often struggles to get sufficient water to his field when it is his turn to irrigate. According to him, other

farmers “ . . . have to guard the division box and patrol the canal upstream when I am irrigating, to

make sure upstream farmers are not readjusting the water flows”. Even further downstream in the

irrigation scheme, another farmer tried to irrigate her maize. She knows very well that the water she is
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formally entitled to is not enough for all the crops she planted to thrive in this hot climate. The canal

from which she irrigates often runs empty in this section of the scheme. To get enough water, she dug

her own additional small channels to capture both the water that is leaking from the poorly constructed

canals upstream, as well as the run-off created by over-irrigation of upstream farmers. This run-off is

partly the result of using more siphons per furrow than allowed. Her access to the water needed to

irrigate her maize thus largely relies on the water “wasted” by others in the irrigation scheme. Yet,

wasted water is not always a benefit, sometimes it is also a source of concern. She noted: “the crops

. . . turn yellowish because of too much water”. In the absence of a drainage system to get rid of the

accumulated water in this gently sloping part of the irrigation scheme, excess water risks cloaking the

soils and damaging the roots of her crops, making it difficult to realize good yields. Yet, this same

water allows a rainfed farmer located just outside the perimeter fence of the irrigation scheme to water

his thirsty crops. He dug a ditch to his land to channel the water to his plot. With this hydraulic

connection, he is actually expanding the command area of the irrigation scheme [1].

This vignette serves as an introduction to the theme of our paper, in which we present selected

episodes of people in irrigation systems re-working the infrastructure to make water flow in the

quantities, timing and direction that best suits them. By sharing these examples, we want to propose

that empirical attention to the (often messy) details of the everyday sociotechnical arrangements

that make water move provides a useful entry-point for a practice-based understanding of water

governance. As some of us have argued in more detail elsewhere [2], a practice-based understanding

usefully shifts thinking about water governance away from societal orderings that can be assumed

(theorized) before an empirical investigation, and therefore, rationally designed and “fixed”. Instead,

a practice-based understanding takes societal orders, and the governance these assume or produce,

as always in-the-making and inherently performative. Hence, rather than starting investigations by

hypothesizing or positing the existence of a larger order, narrative or structure that is to be confirmed,

refuted, illustrated or specified with empirical information, we propose the use of ethnographic

material as a means of opening up ways to articulate, understand and create realities.

Our proposal is inspired by scholars who suggest that perhaps there is no larger structure

or totality that holds reality together. Rather than helping uncover or expose larger structures or

totalities, therefore, they propose using ethnographic methods to trace the multiple ways in which

realities or worlds are constituted and enacted, accepting that there may be clashes, convergences or

overlaps between these worlds, making them more or less durable or mobile [3–7]. Gibson-Graham [7]

refer to such an ethnographic approach as “weak theory and thick description”; it aims to move

beyond readymade narratives or big theories to explain processes of change, to instead focus on

people’s multiple socioecological lived experiences, everyday practices and roles, complex agencies

and emotional relations. With ethnographic approach, we mean very detailed case studies for

which data is collected during extensive fieldwork, primarily through qualitative data gathering

approaches such as participant and artefact observations—in these cases in particular, the water

infrastructure—semi-structured interviews, oral histories and/or focus group discussions. This data

has, in our cases, been complemented and triangulated with existing data from (grey) literature, maps,

(aerial) pictures, satellite images, databases, et cetera [1,8]. In bringing together the material for this

paper, we are particularly interested in drawing attention to how infrastructure and the materiality of

water co-shape institutions (rules) for sharing, distributing, using or indeed governing water.

2. Theoretical and Methodological Considerations

As the anecdote at the beginning of this paper suggests, the direction (in space and time), volume

and quality of actual water flows arise from the sometimes contingent coming together of different

people, water(s), infrastructure and much else. Following the “weak theory, thick description” adage [7],

we do not intend to treat episodes or processes of sociotechnical tinkering as symptomatic of larger

political or societal processes, nor do we present sociotechnical tinkering as a concept that can be used

to generalize across contexts. Instead, our proposal to pay detailed attention to acts and processes of
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sociotechnical tinkering is an invitation to take differences seriously. These include differences between

places (like offices and fields), people (like engineers and irrigators) and practices (like designing,

constructing or irrigating). By doing this, we avoid mistaking similarities in design or function—of a

technology or organizational setup, for instance—for broader similarities in designing or functioning,

or in societal ordering. In other words, we hope that attention to sociotechnical tinkering will help

recognize the multiple socio-political configurations that water infrastructures can be part of or help

to change.

Even though they might use slightly different words and have different theoretical ambitions,

there are many scholars of irrigation systems and irrigated farming who share our interest in changes

in infrastructure as a useful entry-point for understanding irrigation management and governance, and

water-related societal orders. Studies such as those by Coward [9], Wade [10], Chambers [11,12] van

der Zaag [13], Bolding [14], Mollinga [15,16], Mosse [17], van der Zaag and Bolding [18], Rap and van

der Zaag [19], Benouniche et al. [20], Méndez-Barrientos et al. [21], Kuper et al. [22] and Kooij et al. [23]

all meticulously document the details of designing, constructing, and/or operating irrigation systems,

thereby laying bare the gap between (design or institutional) norms and actual practice. In more

recent years, scholars who study drinking water systems have also started paying attention to the role

of infrastructure, including its form and materiality, in reinforcing, maintaining or contesting social

relations of power [24–27]. These studies and reflections have provided important inspiration for our

proposal for a theoretical-methodological approach to study actual processes of water governance.

Our proposal purposively resonates with two simultaneous and interconnected theoretical shifts

within social sciences. The first is from the idealistic and normative to the actual and every-day.

Inspired by a broader “return to practice” [28–30] in social and political sciences, this shift entails

a plea for empirically anchoring understandings of behaviours and processes in descriptions of

the actions of those actors involved in them. To bring practices into focus—referred to by Mol as

“praxiography” [30]—an oft-used trick is to ontologically re-define “things” as verbs to shift attention

from what “things” are to how they come into being or are enacted [30]. A precise documentation of

everyday practices—which in water includes the practices of providing water services, of designing,

operating and maintaining water systems, of protecting water sources and flows, of sharing water or

water services, et cetera—creates room for acknowledging the messiness, creativity and contingencies

in water governance processes, while also allowing a better appreciation of how water decisions and

actions may be as much the outcome of pragmatic or tactical choices, as of strategic, power-laden

ones. Scholars have proposed words like bricolage, braconage and tinkering to capture what happens

between policy or design intentions and everyday realities [22,31–36]. A practice-based approach to

water governance generates interesting challenges to existing conceptualizations of water authority and

power by re-defining what counts as water knowledge, or in expanding who counts as knowledgeable

about water: from only or mainly scientists and engineers to irrigators (and those they rely on for

repairs and technical help) and local water user organizations [19,20]. A practice-based approach also

usefully sheds doubts on the existence of identifiable centres of control and responsibility (formally

appointed managers and operators) by allowing for and engaging with the possibility that actual water

flows are the partly contingent outcome of interactions and negotiations between a range of human

and more-than-human actors, only some of whom have formal responsibilities, rights and powers.

The second shift is the emerging interest in “materiality” in anthropology [37,38] (as well

as in geography [39,40]). This interest stems from a desire to better appreciate how “natures”

and “infrastructures’ (or technologies) mediate, condition and co-shape what humans do and how

societies evolve. Interest in materiality in part responds to a larger philosophical issue—inspired by

feminist thinkers [41–43]—to rethink and undo the nature-culture (man-women, rationality-emotion,

human-non-human, et cetera) binaries that have long provided the foundation for scientific endeavours.

It also builds on a rapidly growing scholarship in Science and Technology Studies (STS) that is concerned

with improving “sensibility to the messy practices of relationality and materiality of the world” [44].

One important theme in these conversations is the question of who or what to recognize as an actor
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(or as having agency). Here, Bruno Latour’s definition of agency as “that what enables and shifts

action or by which an action gets performed” [45], a definition that includes humans, objects, animals,

“nature”, ideas, organizations, and geographical arrangements [44] as possible actors is perhaps the

most revolutionary and most widely discussed. While Latour’s definition may cause discomfort, it is

relevant to our argument because it invites thinking of agency beyond (human) intentionality [46],

thereby creating space for recognizing how the “actions” or “behaviours” of water, technology or

infrastructure co-shape the outcomes of water governance. Combining these two theoretical shifts

critically relocates the problem of water governance from a distinct and identifiable social domain to a

socio-material-natural one. It also resonates positively with conceptualizations of water governance as

something that is never fully contained or controlled, or that is always partly experimental [39].

This paper is based on the realization that these shifts in thinking are not just theoretical, but

also have important methodological implications. We advance the term socio-technical tinkering as

a methodological approach for the research and analysis of practice-based water governance. The

term refers to the human or watery interactions with infrastructure that deviate from plans and

designs. These often form very visible, and therefore researchable, manifestations of change and

agency. Sociotechnical tinkering helps not only to reveal how actual water flows often deviate from

formal or public plans, technical designs and normative laws, but it also provides a chance to a priori

define and decide where or what agency is, or where powers of authority and expertise are located.

As an approach, sociotechnical tinkering involves explicitly tracing how actors constantly deploy

their own categories and scales to sort the important from the insignificant and to determine how to

act [47], showing how identities, roles or scales (sizes) are never stable but always defined in relation to

other entities [48]. This diversifies thinking about power and politics, most notably by questioning the

dichotomies of dominance–resistance, centre–margin, global–local, or transformation–adaptation [49].

As noted, studying sociotechnical tinkering also makes it possible to recognize the agency of water and

other non- or more-than-humans, or at least to acknowledge how they co-move with others to shape

water flows.

The overall argument and proposal of the paper is that detailed ethnographic attention to everyday

practices of sociotechnical tinkering forms a useful entry-point for documenting and understanding

the actual processes of water governance. To make this argument, we selected a number of empirical

anecdotes, which we have categorized to show how a sociotechnical tinkering approach can lend

support to (1) rethinking engineering expertise; (2) rethinking water politics; and (3) rethinking power

and dominance. We drew our empirical examples from two case studies of smallholder irrigation

schemes in Zimbabwe: the Manyeredzi smallholder irrigation scheme in the south, and the Nyanyadzi

irrigation scheme in the east of the country (see Figure 1). Both irrigation schemes are deeply marked,

although in different ways, by the historical and ongoing political struggles in Zimbabwe about

agricultural land tenure between white settlers and so-called native African people. The Nyanyadzi

irrigation scheme was constructed during the colonial era as part of an effort to dispossess the native

African population from their fertile lands upstream in the catchment, and to resettle them on small

pieces of marginal land downstream. The Manyeredzi smallholder irrigation scheme was constructed

more recently in an attempt to grant farmers access to water, after being resettled on a piece of dry

land adjacent to a conveyor canal a decade earlier. Both case studies, including the used methods and

empirical data sets, are discussed in more detail elsewhere [1,8].
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Figure 1. Location of the Manyeredzi smallholder irrigation scheme and the Nyanyadzi irrigation scheme.

3. Rethinking Engineering Expertise

An important observation from both case studies is that original or official designs or blueprints

of the irrigation systems—those that are shelved in offices—provide a very inaccurate reference for

understanding their actual lay-out, form and functioning. Both irrigators and engineers continuously

make changes and adaptations to these designs, often in response to practical constraints. This starts

during the construction of the system.

In the Manyeredzi smallholder irrigation scheme, the irrigation infrastructure was constructed

in 2013 as part of the election campaign of the ruling party, who hoped to win farmers’ votes by

technically formalizing and facilitating their access to water from the conveyor canal. This canal was

originally constructed to carry water to a downstream sugar cane estate that was previously owned

by the colonial authorities and was later taken over by a foreign company. The smallholder farmers

who cultivated land adjacent to this canal had settled there a decade earlier: they had been allocated

the land as part of Mugabe’s contentious land reform process. Even though the land was next to the

conveyor canal, the newly settled farm families had not received official permission to make use of

the canal water to irrigate their fields. Aspiring to also grow crops in the dry season, the farmers

nevertheless started to draw water from the canal. They initially made use of siphons and buckets to

do this, but later also engaged in acts of sabotage by puncturing the concrete canal structure.

A senior engineer working for the Zimbabwe National Water Authority referred to these acts of

sabotage to explain where the idea for the 2013 smallholder system came from: “We did not have

a choice, we had to give them (the farmers) water to protect the canal. They were destroying the

conveyor canal by digging and putting holes in it, and we had to open offtakes to protect the canal” [1].

Thus the new system was explained as a strategy to stop farmers’ acts of destruction and sabotage,

which were destroying the conveyor canal. The new construction turned hitherto illegal abstractors

into rightful irrigators: the new offtakes and the adjacent canals “cemented” and thereby legitimized

an existing informal situation.
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Another engineer, who was involved in the design and construction of the irrigation scheme,

explained his considerations and choices while designing the new offtake and irrigation canals. For

him, the fact that farmers were already irrigating with the water from the conveyor canal mattered:

“These farmers were already irrigating before we made proper designs and they knew what they

were doing about their irrigation cycle, so I did not bother to calculate. In any case, it is not always

guaranteed that farmers will follow the design . . . they do not follow the design frequency and cycles

anyway, they just irrigate” [1]. Even though the engineer knew that the smallholder farmers would

mainly use the irrigation scheme to grow maize and vegetables for subsistence, he decided to use a

standard design for the irrigation canals, which were dimensioned for irrigating sugar cane. This crop

requires larger quantities of water and is less affected by undrained soils than the crops the farmers

wanted to grow. He reasoned that, based on his experience of farmers tinkering with irrigation systems,

his design choices would not matter that much so for his own convenience he picked a design he had

recently used for another irrigation scheme.

Also, during the construction of the Manyeredzi offtake—which was built concurrently with

thirteen other offtakes along the canal—pragmatic choices were made. For instance, an important

consideration for the engineers, was that they wanted to finalize the work within the two-week period

when the conveyor canal is annually emptied for maintenance purposes. Using this time slot would

make their work a lot easier as it would avoid any additional effort (and time) to empty the canal. To

make it possible to finalize the work in these two weeks, they altered the original design by choosing

offtakes with a lower head, as these require less time to construct. The ability to quickly finalize

construction was also expedient because of the political pressure they were facing from the ruling

party, who wanted the job done before the upcoming general elections. The net result of constructing

the new offtakes in this way was to lower the water carrying capacity of the conveyor canal, as water

would now spill over the lower heads of the offtakes into the irrigation canals. This also reduced the

volume of water flowing to the downstream sugar cane estate.

The irrigation engineers also experimented with the materiality of the system in other ways.

When they calculated the concrete mixture to construct the canals, they used standard ratios of cement,

sand, stone and water. However, the sand and stones purchased locally had different qualities than

“standard” ones, which caused the quality of concrete in the first stretch of the secondary canal to be

lower than expected. After the construction workers noticed this they started, with the consent of the

engineers, to increase the quantity of cement in the concrete mixture used for lining the remaining

canals. As the bill of quantities could no longer be adjusted at this point in the process, the engineers

had to shorten the total length of both the secondary and tertiary canals to ensure they would not run

out of concrete before “completing” the work. The net result of these changes was that the secondary

canals in the upstream part of the irrigation scheme leaked, and that the lay-out of the tertiary canals

in the lower part of the scheme was different than originally designed.

Lastly, and again, contrary to the original plans, the engineers decided not to level the fields

due to budget constraints. This meant that some tertiary canals were below field level, making

irrigation difficult.

These aberrations and adaptations to the original design caused the system to perform differently

than expected and planned. This, in turn, placed demands on the creativity of farmers, forcing them to

make further adaptations and changes to get water to their plots [1].

Thus, documenting the everyday practices of irrigation engineers during the construction of the

Manyeredzi irrigation scheme draws attention to how these engineers—who in theory, develop and

follow blueprint designs based on knowable and rational considerations (combining the scientific

laws of hydraulics with insights from meteorology, agronomy and soil science to match crop water

requirements with actual water made available through canal infrastructure)—became bricoleurs. That

is, in their day-to-day work, in their interaction with construction workers and in direct consultation

with (future) operators and irrigators, engineers are heavily involved in all kinds of sociotechnical

tinkering and making-do, mainly in response to a range of logistical and practical considerations
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(funding, time, available materials and equipment). Also, they often have to experiment because

precise data about meteorology, soils, etc. may not available. Engineers thus modify and often simplify

and experiment with original designs to (gradually) make them fit various needs and contexts. The

Manyeredzi episode is not unique in this: recent studies in Morocco [20,22,50] and elsewhere [51,52]

provide telling empirical details of how “making systems work” (or making waters flow) hinges on

the ability of engineers to creatively adapt and modify standard designs to make those suit specific

social, financial, political, and ecological circumstances as well as farmers’ demands and needs.

Recognizing that this is so may not come easily to engineers themselves, who may prefer to adhere

to a mathematical-rationalist image of their profession and designs [53,54]. This is what Paul Pascon, a

renowned French sociologist who lived and worked in Morocco in the second half of the 20th century

and who was involved in training agricultural engineers, concluded. Referring to Lévi-Strauss’s

famous distinction between the “bricoleur” and the “engineer” as representing two contrasting modes

of thought, Pascon noted that when confronted with messy field realities the engineer has two options.

Either they adapts their ideal and scholarly models to field realities, and engage in a process of

sociotechnical tinkering, which can also be termed bricolage, or they continue to stick to official design

procedures and norms. When choosing the first option, that is, making do with whatever is available

locally and designing systems that work, engineers and their designs may be well regarded and

respected by irrigators, but much less so by their peers, i.e., the engineering community. The second

option will have the reverse effect: it will create sophisticated systems that do not work, but garner

respect among peers [53,55].

The Manyeredzi example suggests that the creative day-to-day activities of engineers rarely live

up to the professional ideal of rational design. While some engineers may uphold this ideal in official

accounts of what they do (perhaps to protect commercial, reputational or political interests), and while

this is how engineering is often taught to students, attention to sociotechnical tinkering reveals that

creativity and the ability to engage in bricolage are as, or more important to ensure that engineers and

their designs (or constructions) are more successful than strict adherence to norms and blueprints—see

also [56].

4. Rethinking Politics

Scholarly attempts to understand the relationships between politics and infrastructure tend to

focus on one of aspect (say politics) and then focus research efforts on tracing how the other element

(in this case infrastructure) either reflects the first or is co-shaped by it. Hence, Jensen and Morita claim

that studies of infrastructure . . . “often rely on rather stabilized concepts of the political. Infrastructures,

that is, tend to be seen as giving material form to an (often neoliberal) politics, the characteristics

of which, rather than questioned, are often taken for granted.” [39]. Conversely, Tiwale et al. [27],

drawing on the work of such scholars as Anand [25,57] and Meehan [24], note that although social

scientists and geographers call for exposing and understanding the political work that technologies

and infrastructures do, they often display a rather superficial treatment of technology, seeing it as

“fixed material artefacts” that reflect or channel power in hardware, or as “the material substrates

underlying social action” [39]. Technology and infrastructure itself, then tend to remain outside

of what is changed, challenged and transformed through political actions and struggles. For this

section, we selected an example that demonstrates that attention to processes and acts of sociotechnical

tinkering supports thinking about the interactions between politics and infrastructure as mutually

shaping each other in dynamically contingent and experimental ways. This is because such attention

destabilizes infrastructure as well as politics: it allows us to open the black-box of technology, which

also helps to unravel politics. Instead of neat sequential phases from design and construction to

operation and use, attention to sociotechnical tinkering reveals that the form and functionality of

water infrastructures are constantly experimented with and renegotiated among diverse groups of

actors [1,8,20,50,51,58] who operate and adjust their actions and decisions to the (re-)actions of non-

or more-than-human actors, for example, water, silt, cement, stones, algae, weeds, et cetera. In other
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words, water infrastructures are hardly ever complete or fully closed, but “always becoming”. They

are best conceptualized as open-ended experimental systems, the outcomes of which are differently

configured practical ontologies, which in turn give form to culture, society, and politics [59].

The “modernization” of the Nyanyadzi irrigation scheme by the colonial government in the late

1950s provides a nice case to articulate such a conceptualization. This irrigation scheme, founded in

the early 1930s, originally extracted water from a weir in the downstream part of a relatively small

catchment, which was conveyed by a gravity system of canals and gates to the fields. An appointed

water operator opened and closed the gates to direct the water flow to the different canals, and

the farmers collectively cleaned the canals after each rainy season. The water supply in the system

diminished during the dry season and gradually became affected by increased water abstraction

upstream, limiting the productivity of the irrigation scheme. The colonial government had the intention

to settle as many native Africans as possible in the area near the irrigation scheme to free up the more

fertile hinterland for white settlers. They also aimed for the native African population to be self-reliant

and intended that the scheme would provide the basis for their subsistence, so that they would not

become a burden for the government. Thus, modernizing the infrastructure was mainly aimed at

increasing the water availability in the system to accommodate additional smallholder farmers in

the scheme. This modernization entailed the instalment of diesel-, and later, electrically-generated

pumps that were equipped with devices to measure and monitor water abstractions from the larger,

nearby Nyanyadzi River. The water was pumped to an overnight storage reservoir constructed directly

downstream of the first irrigation block. This meant that this block would continue to rely on the water

abstracted from the old weir, while the three other irrigation blocks in the tail-end of the system could

use the “new” water through a network of secondary and tertiary canals. For a while this irrigation

scheme flourished. From the 1960s onwards, it even contributed to the production of maize for the

national market. However, as more Africans were settled into the scheme and plots were sub-divided

among younger generations, the plot sizes decreased and farmers could no longer produce beyond

subsistence [14].

Because of its particular infrastructural design, the Nyanyadzi irrigation scheme constructed

by the colonial government made it relatively easy for the post-colonial government to enforce the

payment of water fees; the quantities of water pumped to the irrigation scheme were known thanks to

the measuring devices, which allowed water bills to be calculated and justified. Yet, precisely because

fees could be levied, the cost of accessing water in this irrigation system became considerably higher

compared to elsewhere in the catchment, where monitoring of water uses and abstractions is more

complicated and flows of water are more difficult to trace. By 2011, the farmers in the irrigation scheme

had accumulated a collective debt of US$45,000 for unpaid water and electricity bills. Pending the

outstanding payment, the public electricity utility simply switched off the engines. Water was no

longer distributed in the scheme, with the exception of the most upstream section, which still received

intermittent water from the original weir in the river by gravity. According to many farmers, switching

off the engines was a politically motivated choice, because (according to them) the government

considered that this irrigation scheme was affiliated to the opposition. Their suspicion seemed to be

confirmed when the ruling party promised that they would cancel the farmers’ debt upon their victory

in the presidential elections in 2013.

The farmers were unable survive without a harvest, thus switching off the pumps forced many of

them to abandon their land and seek ways of making a livelihood elsewhere. The ones who stayed

behind had no other option but to practice rainfed agriculture in the irrigation scheme, which yielded

barely enough for subsistence. Allies of the ruling party gradually took over the vacated land in the

irrigation scheme. They bought up larger plots, outsourcing the work to labourers or agricultural

businesses. As one of the old farmers explained: “Worrisome is the fact that the same government just

moves in on our ancestral land . . . with their . . . friends and business partners without any excuse or

consultation, yet on the other hand wants us to pay for water they did not even make” [60]. The ruling

party kept their election promise and cancelled the debt after they won the general elections. Since
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2014, the water is flowing again in the irrigation scheme. Yet, water operators now complain about

intimidation and corruption by the new landholders, the allies of the ruling party. They either demand

more water or categorically refuse to pay. One of the operators explains: “the laws are there but this

issue of (the ruling party) is making it difficult to reprimand offenders”. Attempts by the smallholder

farmers to return to the land in the irrigation scheme and to reuse the infrastructure they collectively

maintained have so far been unsuccessful [8].

This case shows that a similar piece of water infrastructure is capable of assembling as well as

dispersing people, first and foremost depending on how it establishes or changes hydraulic property

relations—which itself is a process that is often, at least partly, motivated by (state and party) politics.

Hydraulic property is a concept coined by Coward [61,62] to draw attention to how the management

of irrigation systems—interconnected sets of rules about responsibilities and rights that determine who

gets how much water, when, and at what cost—is partly established, arranged, and enacted through

irrigation infrastructure (weirs, canals, division works). Coward used the concept to denote how

people establish and maintain rights to use the irrigation system (and the water that it conveys) through

their investments of labour, materials, and capital in the construction and maintenance [61,63,64]

of the infrastructure, thus, drawing attention to infrastructural development as a property-creating

process. Combining Coward’s insight with our focus on processes and acts of sociotechnical tinkering

highlights how hydraulic property can be conceived of as a never-complete process, with societal

(including political) and infrastructural modifications co-shaping each other to produce emergent

spatial and temporal configurations, as well as socio-political relations of water access and ownership.

Thinking of infrastructure as always in-the-making creates the conceptual space to recognize that

water infrastructure itself is never intrinsically or fully constitutive or disruptive of state power [17,24];

what it does depends on is how it (re-)aligns with others—humans and non-humans—and with the

wider political-economic landscapes that it is part of. The infrastructure itself is affected by and thus

changes in the process. In our case study, some of the smallholder farmers who left the scheme moved

their agricultural activities upstream, where they started farming along the river (sometimes even

inside the riverbed) using illegally abstracted water and unlined furrows. This form of irrigation

is similar to that used before the colonial era. Here, access to water is cheaper and more reliable

thanks to the less “sophisticated” form and function of the infrastructure. The farmers, individually

or collectively, dig canals that convey enough water to meet the water demands of their crops. Even

though they regularly clash with the authorities about these illegal abstractions and although their

infrastructure is sometimes washed away by flash floods, some of them manage to irrigate areas up to

0.5 hectares and sell their surplus at local markets. So many farmers have engaged in these upstream

farming activities that the amount of water abstracted has started to affect the quantity of water flowing

into the downstream irrigation system, circumventing official water allocations (or indeed, challenging

formal hydraulic property relations). As one farmer explains, “we now practice dryland agriculture

in our irrigation scheme and the scheme has since relocated to the river” [8]. Thus, sociotechnical

modifications also re-arrange social relations of property and power. In this case, state owned and

controlled infrastructural power was undermined by relatively simple infrastructure including small

earthen canals, which created alternative spaces of rule and authority.

Although this case illustrates how infrastructures represent a degree of materialization (and thus

stabilization) of power and politics, however, detailed attention to sociotechnical tinkering suggests

that this materialization or stabilization need not be full or complete. While the degree of “tinkerability”

of different water infrastructures is likely to vary depending on intrinsic material properties, and

while every infrastructures is to some extent tenacious (thus, the initial form and materiality matter),

with most water infrastructures there is still room for manoeuvring, modification and adaptation,

for tinkering or tampering [65]. As our cases show, the implication is that distributional outcomes

are contingent and always partly escape control and prediction. As Jensen and Morita put it, “ . . . if

infrastructures are conceived of as experimental systems that generate emergent practical ontologies,

then the shape of politics and power is one of the outcomes of infrastructural experiments”. With
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this they do not imply that these ontologies only relate to “practical issues” but rather refer to “ . . .

how worlds are concretely made, conjoined or transformed by the co-evolving relations of multiple

agents; people, technologies, materials, spirits, ideas—or what have you”. Jensen and Morita maintain

that instead of “ . . . beginning from a position in the metaphysical clouds [66] an interest in practical

ontologies thus entails a “theory of the visible” [67]” [39].

5. Rethinking Power, Dominance and Agency

The fact that acts of sociotechnical tinkering are happening cannot in itself be interpreted as

signals of resistance or sabotage or strategies to circumvent or challenge existing relations of power.

As Cleaver notes in a recent chapter, many interactions over water may not be instances of struggle

or resistance, but rather of small-scale cooperation and accommodation. They may sometimes even

consist of attempts by actors to be incorporated into unequal distribution systems [49]. With Ortner [68],

Cleaver maintains that understanding the politics of water behaviours requires (among other things)

more attention to the subjectivity—the intentions, desires, fears, projects—of the actors engaged

in these behaviours. “[T]his would involve explicitly foregrounding the politically unnoticed and

taken-for-granted elements of everyday water politics, encompassing the routinized as well as the

exceptional” [49]. Our own examples show that the reasons why actors intervene and tinker with

infrastructure are often practical or pragmatic in intention, emerging in response to a need to find

a practical solution to a problem-at-hand; a seizing of available opportunities arising through the

combination of heterogeneous elements [32]. Indeed, acts and processes of tinkering need not be

intentionally political, even when they do have political (or distributional) outcomes or effects. Such

acts and processes do nevertheless reveal that there is room for shifting and changing the interpretations

and distributions that an infrastructural design—often in combination with other modes of discipline

and control—tries to enforce or enact. Using this space, even when out of sheer practical necessity, is a

creative and micro-political act of agency.

Hence, it would be possible to interpret the construction of the Manyeredzi smallholder irrigation

scheme as an attempt by farmers to redress a historical process of exclusion and marginalisation.

Farmers’ acts of tampering with the conveyance canal could be read as a rather forceful appropriation,

in which the resettled smallholder farmers on the land adjacent to the canal literally took over the canal

by damaging and puncturing its concrete structure. Yet, farmers themselves refer to these actions as

inspired by the very practical need for water to make a living, with the geographical proximity of the

canal creating the opportunity to actually access it. Few, if any, of them make mention of a desire to

challenge water distribution injustices stemming from hierarchical power relations between them and

agro-businesses, or between them and their autocratic government. In this particular case, what is

interesting is how initial acts of what could be considered as stealing and sabotage gradually became

accepted and normalized, partly also through their incorporation in infrastructure.

Also, the decision of the engineers to lower the head of the offtake of the Manyeredzi irrigation

scheme, resulting in reducing the water flow in the conveyor canal supplying water to the downstream

sugar cane estate, was not initially a politically strategic act, but more a pragmatic response to the

political pressure they experienced. As one engineer explained: “we are not immune to political

pressure, in this case, the pressure from politicians has pushed us to deviate from the service we

aim to give to our clientele. The only good thing is: politicians will not point fingers at us if we

do as they command, but not when we do otherwise”. The ways in which people justify their

own acts of sociotechnical tinkering, as well as how their actions are assessed by others within a

particular normative configuration, are important elements for understanding how a tinkered material

infrastructure helps create a “new’” normative environment.

Based on their own accounts, it is clear that the acts of sociotechnical tinkering that some

smallholder farmers of the Manyeredzi irrigation scheme engaged in once the system was constructed,

have a more strategic and protest-like character. The farmers’ continued destruction of the conveyor

canal, even after the offtakes were constructed, seriously jeopardized the water flow to the downstream
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sugar estate. As an official of the Zimbabwean Water Authority explains: “We thought that by opening

offtakes we would solve the problem of illegal abstractions of water from the conveyance canal. Yes,

it helped for a short while, but it is on the rise again, and it even gets worse in drought years”. The

reason farmers gave for their small acts of sabotage was that they objected to the limited command area

of the new irrigation scheme. They were also unhappy with the water fees they were now expected

to pay. Reflecting on the distrust between the farmers and the authorities, a farmer explained: “I

think the [authorities are] stealing from us because I do not believe that we were using that much

water . . . I always believe that this [irrigation scheme] was a way to force us to reduce the area under

irrigation” [1].

Distrust in and disagreement with the authorities is also what motivated the farmers in the

Nyanyadzi irrigation scheme to refuse to pay for water. As one farmer explained: “the message of

the government is to always pay, without explaining what the money is for. They forget that the

river is ours. Had it been they had put a dam on the Nyanyadzi River, we would understand what

the money is for”. However, when going beyond their political rhetoric and prompting farmers to

reflect on the intentions behind their actions revealed that acts of sociotechnical tinkering were also

inspired by very pragmatic considerations—the need to make a living. Many of them accepted and

accommodated the rules imposed on them, rather than contesting and resisting. With harvests barely

meeting subsistence needs for the past five years, many farmers were simply not able to pay water fees.

Moreover, as a farmer commented: “even if we pay, when the water comes it will not reach our plots”.

Hence, the farmers accepted the need to rely on sporadic rainfall and changed their cropping pattern

to grow more drought resistant crops like millet, sorghum and groundnuts inside the once relatively

productive irrigation scheme [61]. Likewise, the smallholder farmers who decided to leave their land

and infrastructure behind to move upstream and grow crops along the river did not do so purely to

oppose or resist government control. They simply went back to a traditional practice in response to the

challenges they experienced in their everyday life.

We could provide many more empirical anecdotes to show how attention to acts and processes of

sociotechnical tinkering fuels and supports a conceptualization of infrastructures (and more widely of

water governance) as open-ended experimental systems that generate emergent practical ontologies.

These “hold the potential capacity to do such diverse things as making new forms of sociality, remaking

landscapes, defining novel forms of politics, reorienting agency, and reconfiguring subjects and objects,

possibly all at once.” [39]. Such a conceptualization draws attention to the cracks and fissures that

always exist between ideal norms as expressed in infrastructural designs (or formal rules for operation

and management) and the actual practices of engineers, construction workers, operators, irrigators,

extension officers and politicians. To match the changing needs and demands of users and operators,

irrigation systems require continuous work. Also water, silt, weeds, people and much else ‘respond to’

and continuously change what the systems does and where water flows, in turn prompting reactions

from others. Deviations from the ideal may also stem from the fact that distributing water is only one

of many social and political activities that irrigation actors engage in, with their irrigation identities

also being only one of a range of possible identities. Multiple activities and identities seldom neatly

converge and coalesce into the unified whole required for stabilizing infrastructure, or for establishing

the firm grounds needed for strategic oppositional actions. Their existence therefore prompts the need

to replace definitions of agency in terms of “resistance” versus “domination” [67] with definitions that

acknowledge and account for how people’s individual and collective ability to act emerges from how

they are contingently and dynamically embedded in and socio-materially connected to others—humans

and non-humans (for examples of situated definitions of agency, see [69,70]).

6. Discussion and Conclusions

“Sometimes it is hard to remember that it remains important to embrace situated technical projects

and their people. They are not the enemy; they can do many important things for staying with the

trouble and for making generative oddkin” [71].
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Taking inspiration from the current theoretical interest in practice and the (renewed) scholarly

attention to materiality, in this paper, we proposed sociotechnical tinkering as useful methodological

approach for a practice-based understanding of water governance. This is so because infrastructural

forms of tinkering create very visible manifestations of agency and change. These are potential

political spaces and rallying points through which negotiations and interactions about water and

its distributions become manifest, and therefore researchable. Detailed ethnographic attention to

sociotechnical tinkering provides a sound empirical base from which to reconsider and destabilize

theorizations of the links between politics, power and infrastructure. In particular, the shifting of

the empirical basis for understanding irrigation realities from official norms, designs and laws to

the everyday provides a useful challenge to those theories that assume, rather than question, how

expertise, politics and agency are exercised and distributed in resource governance.

Attention to mundane quotidian acts of sociotechnical tinkering sheds an interesting light on the

powers and authority of engineers by drawing attention to the creativity and making-do character

of many of their choices and actions. While some may fear that such attention will damage their

professional reputation, which traditionally rests on their superior ability to rationally calculate and

control water flows, another and more positive way of looking at it is that it leads to a better appreciation

of what engineers actually do in their day-to-day work. Indeed, if engineers’ ability to creatively tinker

more explicitly becomes part of how they are appraised and respected, they will also be encouraged to

become even better at it. The ability to tinker may for instance be included in engineering education,

or in the ways that the performance of engineers is assessed and rewarded. Documenting acts and

processes of sociotechnical tinkering also foreshadows the active intellectual and practical engagement

of irrigators and others (operators, constructions workers, extension officers, et cetera), prompting a

useful re-appreciation of their expertise, powers and agency.

We have mobilized empirical material to suggest that acts of tinkering with infrastructure in

irrigation systems—acts that produce deviations from plans and designs—are the rule rather than

the exception; water flows seldom follow designs or plans, but come about through often contingent

dynamic interactions between infrastructures (materials), water, other objects, meanings and people.

Attention to sociotechnical tinkering, whereby different forms of agency intertwine, sheds light

on the cracks in larger structures of domination, and provides the opportunity for “forceful and

fugitive” waters to assume different meanings and open up alternative development pathways to those

envisioned and supported by “global” recipes or the powers-that-be. In our analytical perspective,

these spaces are not just created and ripped open by human beings in their everyday dealings with

water, but are also unlocked by non- or more-than-human objects, including water itself. Thus, by

asking questions about the creation and stability of structures (e.g., designs, institutions, societal

orders), sociotechnical tinkering provides empirical inspiration for grappling with the co-existence of

multiple ways of making sense of and living with water.

The timing and volume of water flows are significantly co-shaped by the shape and size of water

infrastructures, which form the porous, malleable conduits through which water trickles, transcends

and escapes. Infrastructures—pipes, canals, flumes, sluices, division boxes, siphons et cetera—interact

with such things as sand deposits, algae growth and riparian vegetation, to manipulate, obstruct,

alter and redirect the direction, size and quality of water flows. Water flows also interact with water

legislation and policies, which render uses and users of water visible (or not) and understandable

in particular ways. The many dynamic spatial and temporal interactions between different forms

of agency—which are difficult to fully comprehend, and predict—open up a range of spaces for

sociotechnical tinkering, and also demonstrate that water—at least partly—exceeds politics [55].

To further develop the potential of sociotechnical tinkering as a methodology to analyse the

politics of water governance calls for learning to distinguish between, or create multiple ways to

categorize and theorize, the different societal-political projects that tinkering with infrastructure can

be part of, help shape or bring into being—from accommodation and acceptance, via bricolage and

braconage, to rejection, resistance and contestation (see [72] for an example of distinguishing between
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different forms of institutional bricolage). Such learning should combine the documentation of the

intentions and justifications of people involved in processes of sociotechnical tinkering with an analysis

of how these acts are assessed, normalized or circumscribed by others, explicitly and reflectively

including the appreciation of those doing the documentation, categorization or theorization.
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